Quest to Become a General Trading
Company That Constantly Cultivating
New Businesses and Human Capital

Sojitz’s Value Creation Model

We are aware of the different perspectives
of Sojitz and society, and we believe that
maximizing value for both will lead to the
creation of value and prosperity, which is
the aim of the Sojitz Group Statement.

Sojitz aims to maximize two types of value—
value for Sojitz and value for society.

Sojitz Corporation has defined its vision for 2030 as becoming a general trading company that constantly cultivates new
businesses and human capital. Our operating environment is currently changing at breakneck speed due to factors such as
the progression of digitization; rising awareness for environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors; and diversifying
values and needs. The COVID-19 pandemic, meanwhile, acted as a catalyst, rapidly accelerating the pace of these changes.
It is the mission of a general trading company to deliver goods and services where necessary. Fulfilling this mission in the
rapidly changing operating environment of today will require Sojitz to continue to transform while constantly creating
new businesses. As shown in Sojitz’s value creation model, our people are at the heart of our value creation initiatives.
Cultivating human capital is thus an indispensable part of creating new businesses. The overall structure of this report was
designed to allow its content to contribute to a better understanding of Sojitz’s value creation model. Meanwhile, explanations on Sojitz’s initiatives for achieving ongoing improvements in corporate value are centered on the newly established
Medium-Term Management Plan 2023—“Start of the Next Decade.”
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Sojitz Group Statement
The Sojitz Group creates value and prosperity
by connecting the world with a spirit of integrity
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Sojitz Guiding Principles
The Sojitz Group aims to create value for our stakeholders by aligning our strong,
capable individuals under the following five principles:
1. Trust

Build enduring trust.

2. Innovation

Innovate with foresight.

3. Speed

Strive for speed.

4. Challenge

Take calculated risks.
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Strengthening Human Resources
Human resources are the greatest business asset
for a general trading company. We are working
to understand society’s needs around the world
and to enhance our human resource capabilities
to create value based on the keywords of
“genba-ryoku,” “speed” and “innovation,”
making this a source of value creation for Sojitz.
Exercising Our Capabilities through
New Ideas
We are always exercising our capabilities through
trading, investments in interests, and business
investments, with new ideas, looking ahead to
the future and quickly expanding our business
in advance of the fast-moving changes in the
operating environment and the diversification
of needs.
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Sojitz Group Slogan

Creating Two Types of Value
Sojitz aims to create two types of value. The first
is value for Sojitz, which means enhancing our
business foundation and pursuing sustained
growth, and the second is value for society,
which includes the development of local
economies and environmental preservation.
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Practicing Strategies and Governance That
Will Create Sustained Growth
Sojitz anticipates business opportunities and
risks based on the uncertainty of the operating
environment, and engages in disciplined
investments, loans, and risk management. In so
doing, we create clusters of revenue-generating
businesses and construct a foundation for
sustained growth.
Building a Robust Business Foundation
Business locations and partnerships that reach
countries across the world, trust-based relationships with customers in different regions that
have grown over many years, and brand power:
the solid business foundation that Sojitz has built
up supports sustained growth.

5. Perseverance Persevere until successful.
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